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LLNL Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) spherical capsule
designs for NIF, Amendt et al [1]

Mixing due to Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instability occurs in ICF
implosions and reduces the thermonuclear burn.

In many cases, an example of high-Reynolds no. turbulence.

1. P Amendt et al., “Indirect-drive noncryogenic double-shell ignition targets for the
National Ignition Facility: Design and analysis”, Physics of Plasmas, 9, p2221, (2002).
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Not feasible to use 3D simulation of turbulent mixing in full-
scale applications.

3D simulation is used to understand the mixing processes
from first principles in simplified problems. Assumed here
that the Reynolds no. is sufficiently high for the mixing
process to be independent of the Reynolds no.

The results are used for calibration / validation of the
engineering models (e.g. time dependent RANS models)
which can be applied to real problems.
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Results for three simple case will be used to illustrate how
3D simulation can currently be used to add greatly to our
understanding of the mixing processes.

(a) Rayliegh-Taylor mixing at a plane boundary

(b) Break up of a dense fluid layer due to Rayleigh-Taylor instability

(c) Mixing in a simplified spherical implosion
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MILES/LES should give the best
approximation to high-Re mixing
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Large Eddy
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relatively complex
problems

DNS for simple
problems
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THE NUMERICAL METHOD USED ( LAGRANGE-REMAP
METHOD [2])

The TURMOIL code (Lagrange step with von Neumann artificial
viscosity + 3rd order monotonic remap step) is used to calculate
compressible turbulent mixing. Solves Euler equations plus
advection equations for fluid mass fractions.

Incompressible mixing is approximated by low Mach no. (M~0.2)
calculations.

Monotonic remap (advection) very useful for flows with density
discontinuities and shocks  MILES (Monotone Integrated Large
Eddy Simulation).

2.D.L.Youngs, “The Lagrange-remap method”, In Implicit Large Eddy
Simulation: computing turbulent flow dynamics, F.F.Grinstein, L.G.Margolin
and W.J.Rider (eds), Cambridge University Press (2007)
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OUTPUT QUANTITIES

Will focus mainly on the mixing of the fluids:-
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Why use volume fractions rather than mass fractions?

See later.

n
f = atom no. fraction (for ideal gases)

n

-
f = scaled density (for incompressible two-fluid mixing)
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SELF-SIMILAR RAYLEIGH-TAYLOR MIXING AT
A PLANE BOUNDARY
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Compressed SF6

Pentane

Rocket-Rig RT experiment - AWRE Foulness (1980s)

33ms 53ms 79ms
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 hs (spike)

hb (bubble)
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Experiments show increase in length scale as mixing evolves – if
mixing is self-similar, dimensional analysis suggests

mixing zone width

The Rocket-rig experiments showed

More recent Linear Electric Motor experiments (Guy Dimonte,
LLNL, 1990s) gave  ~ 0.05.

b

1 2

where 0.06

and h /h a slowly increasing function of /s b

h penetration of dense fluid (bubble distance)b
h penetration of light fluid (spike distance)s
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TURMOIL simulations (1/2 = 3)
Zoning: 720 x 600 x 600 (720 meshes in the direction of gravity)
Near incompressible. Computational region : 1.45H x H x H

(A) Short wavelength initial perturbations : random combination of
Fourier modes: wavelengths:- 4 x to 8 x, amplitude s.d.:- 0.04 x

Dominant length scale increases by mode coupling - expect true loss of
memory of the initial conditions to occur

(B) Long wavelength initial perturbations:
“amplitude  wavelength, up to size of experiment”

Enhanced self-similar growth ,Inogamov[3]

3. N. Inogamov, “The role of Rayleigh-Taylor and Richtmyer-Meshkov
instabilities in astrophysics: an introduction”, Astrophys. Space Phys. 10, 1-335 (1999)

1/ 2

2 /

3

(s.d. for perturbations with wavelength ) P(k)dk

P(k) ~ 1/k try a very small value 0.0005
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RT simulation, case (A)

t = 0.8 t = 2.0 t = 3.8

Calculations performed on the AWE Cray XT3 (8000 processing
elements). For these calculations: 360 processors for 24 hours
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h measured to point where f 0.99

 





Dimonte, Youngs et al [3]: 0.0250.003 for 7
MILES methods, 512x256x256 meshes

3. Dimonte,Youngs et al.,”A comparative study of the turbulent Rayleigh-Taylor
instability using high-resolution three-dimensional numerical simulations: the
alpha-group collaboration”, Phys. Fluids 16, 1668-1693 (2004)
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CASE(A):

Cabot & Cook,LLNL [4], 30723 DNS TURMOIL, 720x600x600

4. W. Cabot & A. Cook,”Reynolds number effects on RT instability with
possible implications for type-1a supernovae”, Nature Phys, 2, p562 (2006)

hh
Re





TURMOIL shows similar
behaviour to much higher
resolution DNS.

DNS suggests that  may
increase slowly with Re 
uncertainty in high Re limit.
(Note: many experiments in
the Re range calculated)

b 0.025 
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Enhanced rate of self-similar mixing ( = 0.05) is achieved by adding
very low amplitude long wavelength perturbations (wavelengths up to
~ 1/2 the size of the experimental domain)

It is suggested that this is the explanation for many of the higher
observed growth rates. (note recent experiments, Kucherenko et.al[5]
have given a lower ~0.04)

3D simulation essential for understanding the influence of initial
conditions.
Weak dependence (logarithmic) on initial conditions expected for real
problems – an important result for engineering modelling:-

Use 3D simulation to estimate properties of self-similar mixing as a
function of  . Specify sets of engineering model coefficients for each
value of . Choose effective  for a given application.

5. Yu. A. Kucherenko et al.” Experimental investigation into the self-similar mode of mixing of different
density gases in the Earth's gravitational field”, Laser and Particle Beams , 21, p385, (2003)
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(a) vertical velocity (c) concentration fluctuations

(b) horizontal velocity

k-5/3

2 2
y zTURMOIL power spectra: P(k) vs k= k k
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mean volume fraction

molecular mixing fraction

1 2

1 2

f f

f f
 

Ramaprabhu & Andrews[6]
(Expt A=1.0015)

6. Ramaprabhu & Andrews, “Spectral measurements of Rayleigh-Taylor mixing at small

Atwood number”, J. Fluid Mech. 502, 233-271 (2004)
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P(f1)

f1

Volume fraction PDF for centre of
mixing region (initial interface position)
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P(f1)

f1

Case (B): volume fraction PDF for centre of
mixing region (initial interface position)

Evolution in time / effect of mesh resolution.

(no. meshes in mixing
region ~ 2  hb / x)
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BREAK-UP OF A DENSE FLUID LAYER DUE TO
RAYLEIGH-TAYLOR INTABILITY
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THE CASE CONSIDERED

Related low Atwood no. experiments are described in [7]

7. J. Jacobs, & S. Dalziel, S. B. “Rayleigh-Taylor Instability in Complex Stratifications”, J
Fluid Mech , 542, 251-279 (2005)

2 =1
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INITIAL PERTURBATIONS

Random combination of Fourier modes with spectrum:

ZONING : 256 x 128 x 128 meshes

512 x 256 x 256 meshes

1024 x 512 x 512 meshes

Calculations performed on the AWE Cray XT3 (8000 processing elements)

3

max

2 (f=0.91 2
1

1 2

L
C/k 4 x < =2 /k <

P(k)= 2

0 otherwise

s.d. = [gives self-similar mixing at enhanced rate (Inogamov)]

C chosen to give h gt with

 

 

 
 
 











5) ~ 0.05

( =0.0005)

amplitude  wavelength
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1 /2 =1.5, 3D simulation, sections for fluid 2 volume fraction

=1 =2.5 =4 =10
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1 /2 =10 : 3D simulation, sections for fluid 2 volume fraction

=1 =2.5 =4 =10
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3D simulations (512 x 256 x 256), volume fractions at =2.5 and =4

1 /2 =1.5 (solid lines) versus 1 /2 =10 (dashed lines)

x

Boussinesq scaling works
quite well for mean volume
fractions!

(AWE experiments  spike/bubble~1.7 at 1 /2 =10)

rf
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molecular mixing fraction (dense fluid) at =2.5

x, depth

2
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3D simulations (512x256x256), volume fractions at =10
1 /2 =1.5 (solid lines) versus 1 /2 =10 (dashed lines)

x

Note : some tendency for dense fluid (red) to
accumulate at the bottom of the tank (counter-
gradient diffusion) but this is greatly inhibited the
molecular mixing.

rf
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dense fluid volume
fraction versus x at
=5

3D simulation

experiment: Jacobs & Dalziel [6]
(Tank height = 10 H)

pile up at
bottom images scaled to

make layer width
H the same
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Results are compared with 1D calculations using the multi-fluid turbulent mixing
model [8,9]. Main features of the model:-

 Uses multiphase flow equations (mixing driven by a pressure gradient)

 Includes turbulent diffusion and Reynolds stress terms.

 Mass exchange between the phases represents dissipation of concentration
fluctuations (models distribution of molecular mixing fraction)

 Coefficient set used here is chosen to give (0.95)=0.05 (RT growth rate
coefficient). Also chosen to give molecular mixing fraction and turbulence KE
dissipation for self-similar mixing with (0.95)=0.05.

 Buoyancy-drag model used to calculate the early stages and initialise the
multiphase flow calculation.

8.D. L. Youngs, “ Numerical Simulation of Mixing by Rayleigh-Taylor and Richtmyer-
Meshkov Instabilities”, Laser and Particle Beams, 12, 725-750 (1994)
9.D. L. Youngs,” Representation of the Molecular Mixing Process in a Two-Phase Flow
Turbulent Mixing Model”, Proceedings of the 5th IWPCTM, World Scientific, 83-88
(1995)
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1 /2 =10: volume fractions at =2.5

x, depth

rf
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1 /2 =10: volume fractions at =4

x, depth

rf
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1 /2 =10: volume fractions at =10

x, depth

rf
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 3D simulations show that effect of density ratio is relatively
small (if appropriate time-scaling is used).

 Experiments at low Atwood no. give useful validation of the
3D simulations.

 3D results are insensitive to mesh resolution  confidence in
results.

 3D results provide very useful validation of the 1D engineering
model.

 Influence of initial conditions is a major issue – needs to be
taken into account both for comparison with experiment and for
setting of 1D model coefficients.
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MIXING IN A SIMPLE SPHERICAL IMLOSION
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A simple spherical implosion (dimensionless units) [10]

 = 0.05, p = 0.1
Outer radius= 10

 = 1.0 p =0.1
Outer radius = 12

Perfect gas equations of
state  =5/3

applied pressure on
outer boundary

10. D.L.Youngs and R.J.R.Williams, “Turbulent mixing in spherical implosions”, Int.

J. Numer. Meth. Fluids. 56, pp. 1597-1603 (2008)

2

Perturbation spectrum

1
P(k)~ , s.d.=0.0005

k

max. wavelength = 2.0
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1D Lagrangian calculation

Shock positions

Shell inner and outer radii

RT

RT
RT

RM

RM RM

RM:Richtmyer-Meshkov
RT : Rayleigh-Taylor

Note influence of initial conditions more complex: initial
spectrum +amplification due to first shock + spherical
convergence – set initial perturbations for late stage mixing
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Calculate sector

Spherical polar mesh, Lagrangian in r-direction, 1D Lagrangian regions at origin
and at outer boundary.

Fine mesh: 880 x 480 x 480 zones (3D region)

Standard mesh: 440 x 240 x 240 zones

Coarse mesh : 220 x 120 x 120 zones

82
,

82







1D

3D

3D

1D

3D SIMULATION THE SPHERICAL IMPLOSION

“square” patch perturbed
by Fourier modes
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t = 2.0 t = 2.4(~max compression) t = 2.8

2D sections through the 3D simulation (standard mesh)
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1

Mixing zone limits

: radii for which f = 0.01, 0.99

Comparison of 3D results with 1D model.

1D model uses:

initial amplitude =0.01 (2 s.d.) in the Buoyancy-drag model

coefficients for (self-s



= 0.07 imilar RT mixing)
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

 Reasonably accurate Large Eddy Simulations, are feasible for
turbulent mixing in relatively complex problems and give insight
into the mixing processes which cannot be obtained from
experiment e.g influence of initial conditions.

Influence of initial conditions is an extremely important issue
(factor 2 uncertainly in the amount of mixing). Needs to be allowed
for both in the engineering modelling and comparison with
experiment.

The results obtained from the 3D simulations are essential for
calibrating/validating the engineering models which can applied to
complex real applications.
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SPARE SLIDES
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molecular mixing fraction

mean volume fraction
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molecular mixing fractions at =10

x, depth

r
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Initial Perturbations

Typical ICF solid surface power spectrum for the
perturbation amplitude:

2 2 2
y z

2

s.d. of the perturbation 0.0005

P(k) dk k k k

1
where P(k) ~ 2.0 ( shell thickness)

k

2
k , k wavenumber, wavelength












 

  

 

  



Numerical simulations use reflective boundary conditions.
Initial perturbations assume interface is an L  L square:

0 0
mn

r m r n
( , ) ~ a cos cos

L L
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1
Note P(k) ~ for enhanced self-similar RT

k


